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Global Forest Watch

An online platform that provides data and tools for monitoring forests.



GFW Map

View how alerts have changed over time



GFW Map

Confirm alerts with recent Sentinel-2 images



GFW Map

Compare alerts with other spatial information



GFW Map

Analyze alerts within an area of interest



GFW Map

Subscribe to email notifications for new alerts



GFW Dashboards



Forest Watcher 

A mobile solution 

for low connectivity



Forest Watcher

App features

• Monitor an area of interest

• Download GLAD and fire alerts to use offline

• Navigate to areas of recent change

• Collect information via customizable forms

Forest Watcher is…

• Free to use and open source

• Available on Android and iOS

• Available in English, French, Spanish, 
Portuguese, and Bahasa Indonesian



Forest Watcher

Web app to 

customize the 

experience and 

manage data



Places to Watch
• Semi-automated method to identify 

areas of recent alerts that overlap 
intact forests and protected areas

• Objective: increase media and public 
attention to recent deforestation



Other ways to access alerts

• Download alerts for an 
area of interest as a csv

• Access analyses via 
Global Forest Watch’s API

• Build custom web 
applications that 
incorporate GLAD alerts 
through the MapBuilder
platform template



Early warning systems use: Peru case study



Uses

Protected areas
management

Law enforcement

PES & to pay ilegal 
logging fines

Awareness raising Empowerment



Awareness raising



Empowering indigenous peoples



PES & payment of fines for illegal logging



Protected Areas Management

University of Maryland or 
MINAM (Peru) create alerts

Alerts available for display 
and download on 

Geobosques

Central SERNANP staff verify 
alerts with protected area 

reports

Individual protected area 
managers plan patrols using alerts

Park rangers verify alerts in the 
field

Police and prosecutor’s office 
involved (if needed)

Automated process

Subscription

Custom report
Field report

Field report

Requested assistance



Law enforcement



Lessons

• Satellite monitoring is only the first step



Technical limitations

• Availability

• Accessibility

• Technical capacity

• Contextual data and analysis



Governance limitations

• Capacity

• Corruption

• Inter-agency coordination

“We have near-real time deforestation alerts, but un-real capacity to respond.”

Luigi R. Vargas

Natural Resources Director

Regional Government of Ucayali, Peru





Lessons

Detection

UMD - GFW
Geobosques

Regional governments (inc.
denounces)

Denounces (SERFOR)
OSINFOR

Analysis and data 
classification

Identification of drivers

Validation

Verification (higher 
resolution imagery)

Economic impacts 
assessment

Report

Forest Service 
Monitoring Unit

1

2

Forest Service 
Control Unit 3 Legal analysis Preliminary control plan

Initial coordination with 
competent authorities and 

relevant actors

1. Protected Areas Service
2. Forest Service Regional Offices
3. OSINFOR
4. Regional Governments
5. Ministry of Culture
6. Ministry of Agriculture
7. Environmental Prosecutors
8. CSOs

National Wildlife and 
Forest Control and 
Oversight Service 

(convened by Forest 
Service)

4
Assessment of the information and alerts

Control actions5



WRI’s work to overcome limitations of EW



Incorporation of new satellite data

• Incorporation of Sentinel-2 
images into GLAD alerts to 
increase resolution and 
frequency

• Pilot test of Sentinel-1 radar 
data for alerts in Indonesia 
and Malaysia to overcome 
cloud cover



Pilot test to identify selective logging

Collaboration with 
Sheffield University 
researchers to pair 
satellite images with 
field data on selective 
logging



Enhanced identification of priority alerts

• Developing methods to 
identify priority alerts for 
particular users, e.g. based 
on cluster size, proximity to 
oil palm

• Machine learning to 
automate detection of 
drivers



Improve access to contextual information

• Incorporating new 
sources of satellite 
imagery for 
verification of alerts

• Expanding GFW’s 
available data on 
concessions, land 
rights



Providing targeted trainings

Creating hands-
on trainings and 
materials for 
particular user 
groups in 
government and 
civil society



Creating spaces to share lessons learned

• WRI convening the 
“Early Warning Working 
Group”

• Hosted a forum in July 
to share experiences, 
reflect on limitations, 
and lessons learned

• Increased emphasis on 
highlighting real 
examples of use



Thanks!

www.globalforestwatch.org


